Personalized responses are essential for having an informative and human-like conversation. Because it is difficult to collect a large amount of dialogues involved with specific speakers, it is desirable that chatbot can learn to generate personalized responses simply from monologues of individuals. In this paper, we propose a novel personalized dialogue generation method which reduces the training data requirement to dialogues without speaker information and monologues of every target speaker. In the proposed approach, a generative adversarial network ensures the responses containing recognizable personal characteristics of the target speaker, and a backward SEQ2SEQ model reconstructs the input message for keeping the coherence of the generated responses. The proposed model demonstrates its flexibility to respond to open-domain conversations, and the experimental results show that the proposed method performs favorably against prior work in coherence, personality classification, and human evaluation.
Introduction
A common problem in dialogue generation is that the produced responses often lack speaker information and diversity. As one way to reduce the generic responses, a persona model [1] was first proposed. It incorporates persona embeddings in a SEQ2SEQ model to capture representative terms of speakers such as their birthplaces, names, and occupations. Similar models [2, 3] also require much background knowledge of the speakers and a sufficient amount of dialogues with speaker labels (denoted as personalized dialogues here). To tackle the difficulty of collecting such data, recent work [4, 5] has attempted to use a large unlabeled open-domain dialogue corpus and speaker monologues as a substitution. The monologues are leveraged to restrict or fine-tune the general SEQ2SEQ model for imposing recognizable styles of target speakers on the generated outputs [4] . In another approach [5] , an auto-encoder is used to incorporate non-conversational persona data of target speakers, and the decoder parameters are shared between the auto-encoder and a SEQ2SEQ model for multi-task learning. Although the incorporation of speaker information can disentangle parts of the diverse responses, the sole reliance on cross-entropy loss can still lead to the generation of generic responses [6, 7, 8] .
In this paper, we proposed a novel personalized dialogue response generation model which can be learned without personalized dialogues. An illustration of the concept is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed model is composed of a generator, a discriminator and a reconstructor. Given an input message, the generator generates a response. The discriminator pushes the * indicates the authors contribute equally to this work. model to generate personalized responses with a persona adversarial classifier, and ensures the grammar and the logic of the responses with a real/fake score. The reconstructor reconstructs the input message from the generated response, which ensures the mutual information between the generated responses and the input messages. Through jointly trained from general open-domain dialogues and monologues of target speakers, our model is able to respond to open-domain conversations with an assigned personality rather than limiting to speaker-specific conversations. The proposed model, shown in Fig. 2 , is inspired by the work of [9] and [10] on the multi-domain translation in image processing. However, in our work, the distinctive personas are considered as the different domains. Different from previous work [4, 5] which simply transforms the styles of the generated responses, the coherence between input messages and responses are further considered in our model.
In the experiment, we compared our model with the following baselines: standard SEQ2SEQ [11] , persona [1] , overtrain [4] , mtask-M [5] and sentence style transfer (SST) [12, 13] . Overtrain, mtask-M and SST are all able to generate personalized response with speaker monologues and open-domain dialogues, while the other baselines require personalized dialogues. To quantify the performance, we used four automatic evaluation metrics: MaxBLEU [14] (for personality similarity), personality classification accuracy, BLEU [15] (for reasonability of responses) and a proposed evaluation measure for the coherence of the input message and response. Since automatic metrics are not purely reliable [16, 17, 18] , we further conducted human evaluation on sentence appropriateness and persona resemblance. Our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in both the automatic measures and human evaluation.
Model Description
In our setting, we have a general open-domain dialogue corpus containing pairs of unlabeled input message and response (x, y * ). For each target persona v, we have a set of sentences R D Figure 2 : The model is composed of three systems, a generator(G) a reconstructor(R), and a discriminator(D). The generator G takes in the input message x and target persona v to generate a personalized responseŷv. The reconstructor R then takes inŷv to reconstruct the input sequence x. D discriminates between the real and generated responses, and classifies their personas.
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y * v in the monologues uttered by the persona v.
Models

Generator and Reconstructor
The generator G is a SEQ2SEQ model for conditional text generation. The generator takes a sentence x = {x1, x2, ..., xT } and a randomly sampled target persona v as inputs, where xt represents a word. The one-hot vector v is fed into each decoding time step of the generator to generate a personalized re-
The goal of the reconstructor R is to ensure that the generated responses are related to the input messages. Here the reconstructor R is also a SEQ2SEQ model, which reconstructs the original input sentence x fromŷv.
Discriminator
The discriminator D consists of a recurrent layer and two sets of fully connected feedforward layers. The recurrent layer takes a response y as input. The average outputs [19] from the recurrent layer throughout all time steps are averaged as the input of the feedforward layers. The two sets of feedforward layers produce two scores, Dsrc(y) and D cls (y), respectively. Dsrc(y) distinguishes between the real response y * and the generated (fake) responseŷ; D cls (y) predicts the persona of the response y, where each dimension corresponds to the probability of y being classified to a specific persona. We use D cls (v|y) to denote the probability of y being classified to the target persona v.
Loss Function
Adversarial Loss
We impose the adversarial loss L adv [20] as below.
The discriminator learns to maximize L adv . By maximizing L adv , the discriminator learns to assign a higher score Dsrc(y) to real sentence y * and a lower score to the generated oneŷv = G(x, v). The real response y * is sampled from the monologues of the target persona, while x is sampled from open-domain dialogues. v is uniformly sampled from all available personas. The generator G learns to fool the discriminator by minimizing L adv . The adversarial loss L adv helps G to generate naturalistic responses.
Persona Classification Loss
The discriminator learns to minimize L r cls to correctly predict the persona of a given sentence. L r cls is defined as below.
v is the persona of the sentence y * v , and D cls (v|y * v ) represents the predicted probability for y * v to be uttered by the persona v. The generator G learns to minimize L f cls to make the imposed style on the generated response as evident as possible.
D cls (v|G(x, v)) is the predicted probability forŷv = G(x, v) to be uttered by persona v. L f cls is used to push G to generate personalized responses that most resemble the target persona v.
Reconstruction Loss
Contextual coherence is also a concern when evaluating the quality of a generated response. To reinforce the learning of the mutual information with the input message, the reconstructor R is used to reconstruct the input sentence x from the generated responseŷv. The reconstruction loss Lrec is defined as the following.
Lrec is the expected negative log likelihood of the probability (cross-entropy here) to reconstruct the context x given the generated responseŷv = G(x, v). PR(x|y) is the probability that the reconstructor R generates the context x given the generated sentence y. By minimizing Lrec, the generator learns to generate outputs coherent with input messages.
Loss for General Responses
To ensure the coherence of the generated sentences and to make the model able to handle not just speaker-specific conversation but the general open-domain conversation, we adopted a joint training method. We sampled input-response pairs (x, y * ) from the open-domain dialogue corpus and trained the model on the 
PG(y * |x) is the probability that G generates the response y * given the input message x. (x, y * ) is from the general opendomain dialogues. Since the persona of y * is not available, v is set to be a zero vector here. With Lgr, our model is able to perform well without pre-training.
Training Algorithm
The discriminator D learns to minimize LD consisting of L adv and L r cls by applying gradient descent.
The reconstructor R is trained to minimize Lrec in (4). The generator G learns to minimize Lgr in (5) and LF :
The hyperparameters (λ adv , λ cls , λrec) determine the weights we place on each loss. Since L adv , L f cls , and Lrec are all not differentiable, we minimize LF by policy gradient [21] .
Data
In the experiments, we used three types of datasets: (unlabeled) open-domain dialogues, (labeled) personalized dialogues and persona monologues.
Open-domain Dialogues. OpenSubtitles dataset 1 [22] consists of movie subtitles and is used to provide a general conversational knowledge and to keep the contextual coherence in our experiment. Since OpenSubtitles is a large and noisy corpus [23] containing a good amount of generic sentences like 'I don't know' and 'I'm sorry', we filtered out those inputresponse pairs containing the frequent generic responses with a defined threshold. The pruned training set has in total 453, 106 lines.
Personalized Dialogues. To compare with prior persona models [1] , we used dialogues in American TV series Friends and The Big Bang Theory (TBBT). Since the speaker of each line is labeled and the dialogues are properly split, these datasets 1 http://www.opensubtitles.org/ are cleaner than OpenSubtitles. However, such data is more difficult to collect and has insufficient lines to train a reliable conversation model. Noted that the proposed approach does not require personalized dialogues and that the data here is not overlapped with the open-domain dialogue corpus.
Persona Monologues. We collected the monologues of main characters in the TV scripts mentioned in Personalized Dialogues. There are six main characters and a total 101, 435 lines in the Friends training set; seven main characters and a total 66, 880 lines in the TBBT training set. We also collected the speech of Donald Trump 2 in his 2016 campaign for the U.S. President. The dataset consists of 29, 480 lines. Trump's monologue is used in human evaluation because political speech is more distinguishable from the chit-chat in Friends or TBBT.
Experiments
Implementation Details
The recurrent neural networks of the discriminator, generator and reconstructor are all two-layered LSTM with 512 hidden cells for each layer. For encoder, word representations are initialized with 512-dimensional GloVe vectors [24] . For decoder, 384-dimensional GloVe vectors concatenated with 128-dimensional persona vector representation are used, where the 128-dimensional persona vector is generated by a fully connected network given the one-hot persona representation. Dsteps and Gsteps are set to be 5 and 1 to make sure training stability [21] . The hyperparameters (λ adv , λ cls , λrec) are determined after individually experimented with the integers in the range of 1 to 5, and are set to be (1,5,1) for optimal performance. We found they could significantly affect the level of personalization and coherence of the generated responses.
Evaluation Metrics
To quantify the performance, we used four automatic evaluation metrics: MaxBLEU, personality classification accuracy, coherence score from SEQ2SEQ model, and BLEU. MaxBLEU [14] is an accuracy measure quantifying the similarity between the generated response and persona monologues. We also trained a persona classifier with monologues to evaluate the generated persona accuracy. The personality classification accuracy on real monologues is around 0.731 in Friends and TBBT. Besides evaluating the personalization capability of our model, we have to ensure the coherence of the generated responses. We trained a SEQ2SEQ model with OpenSubtitles, and used it to compute the log likelihood of responses conditioned on input messages. The log likelihood is denoted as the coherence score in the paper. By considering the real responses in the corpora as ground truth, we computed the BLEU score [15] of the generated responses, which is our another measure for evaluating the contextual coherence.
Results
We compared our model to the five baselines on Friends and TBBT. The baselines include those requiring personalized dialogues: SEQ2SEQ [11] , persona-based model [1] , and those using a general corpus and monologues: overtrain [4] , mtask-M [5] and sentence style transfer (SST) [12, 13] .
Overtrain [4] includes a forward and a backward SEQ2SEQs. This model requires parallel dialogue training. Specifically, after the forward and backward SEQ2SEQ are trained with the open-domain dialogues, persona monologues are fed into the pre-trained backward model to generate pseudocontext. The pseudo personalized dialogue pairs are then overtrained on the forward SEQ2SEQ and thus the model is named "overtrain". Mtask-M [5] consists of an auto-encoder to encode persona monologues and a persona-based model to take in the encoded vector for personalized response generation.
As shown in Table 1 , for MaxBLEU and personality classification accuracy (Persona-cls), we tested input messages from the validation set of OpenSubtitles (open-domain) and Friends and TBBT (in-domain) to evaluate if the model can generalize to usual open-domain dialogues. We observe that our model outperforms the baselines in both metrics no matter the testing data is in-domain or open-domain. Although persona-based model [1] performs almost comparable to our model when tested with in-domain data, it obtains lower accuracy in the two metrics when tested with open-domain dialogues. Since persona-based model is trained purely with personalized dialogues, it easily overfits and fails to generalize.
We also tested the two additional ablation models, proposed -rf and proposed -recon, which have the same structure as the proposed model but the real/fake loss and the reconstruction loss are respectively removed. According to the results, the two ablation models have similar performance decays in MaxBLEU and Persona-cls, which demonstrates the validity and equal importance of the discriminator D and the reconstructor R.
The coherence score (Coh) and BLEU in Table 1 also show that our model outperforms previous work. This means that the proposed model does not sacrifice coherence to generate personalized responses. We suspect the reason for the baselines to perform poorer should be the lack of a mechanism to maintain the mutual information of the generated responses and the input messages. The ablation tests further support the proposed reason in that proposed -recon did perform worse than proposed -rf in coherence score due to the lack of reconstruction loss. 
Human Evaluation
We conducted a human evaluation of the generated responses of our model and the four baselines: SEQ2SEQ, overtrain, mtask-M and SST on Trump's monologue. We chose to evaluate on Trump's monologue because its political characteristic is more apparent than the daily conversation in Friends and TBBT. The SEQ2SEQ model here is trained with OpenSubtitles. The persona-based model is not evaluated here since the model requires personalized dialogues for training while the that for Trump is not available. The evaluation form consists of 81 input messages. For each input message, we asked the 43 judges to choose blindly between the outputs generated by either a baseline model or our proposed model based on which performed better in terms of appropriateness 3 and resemblance 4 . The chosen model would then be credited with one score, and we averaged the final scores obtained by each model based on the total amount of input messages. The statistics are reported in Table 2 . The result is aligned with what we obtained from automatic metrics in that our model outperforms the baselines.
Qualitative Analysis
Here we analyze the sentence examples generated by our model 5 . In Table 3 , we report four sets of generated samples imitating some main characters from Friends and TBBT. The results of standard SEQ2SEQ are provided as the neutral responses without any persona style for comparison. It is evident that different conditional characters lead to diverse responses in Friends and TBBT datasets.
Conclusion
We have introduced a dialogue response generation model to produce stylistic responses for multiple speakers. The proposed model can be utilized to build a personal avatar-like agent to imitate a target speaker with simply a collection of his/her speech. In this paper, we show that our model outperforms the state-ofthe-art methods in MaxBLEU, personality classification accuracy, coherence score, and BLEU. The human evaluation results are also aligned with that obtained from the automatic metrics. Our model is subjectively considered better in capturing personal characteristics and keeping coherence.
